Caulbridge School
Safety Guidelines Regarding Covid-19

Protecting our children from the fear and uncertainty in this time of pandemic is as important as
preventing transmission of disease. Caulbridge School is uniquely positioned to do both. We are
integrating current public health tools meant to prevent transmission, with our practices for your child’s
well-being and school success.
The following is an overview of the Covid-19 considerations and school safety measures put in place for:
●
●
●

Student Safety and Well-being
Healthy Environments
Incident Response

Policies with detailed protocols have been adopted to keep children, families and staff safe and to provide
in-person instruction. These will be updated as guidance continues to change.

Student Safety and Well-being
We can absolutely keep our children safe without traumatizing them.
Small Class Sizes
Classes are limited to 14 students along with their teacher. The stable classroom helps to mitigate the
spread of germs, enables health providers to trace contacts in the event of an infection and isolates the
need for potential closures.
Distancing but Social
Situated on hundreds of acres of nature, Caulbridge students routinely learn and play outdoors where they
will be able to enjoy their school community while staying safe.
Classroom doors, cubbies and coat racks are immediately off the large entrance lobby and students go
directly into their classroom without passing through hallways.
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Symptom Checks
All families need to do a daily Symptom check before they bring their student to school. Any symptoms
of illness require a student to stay home and test before returning to school. If your student arrives at
school with any symptoms of illness, you will be contacted to pick them up immediately. Hand sanitizer is
required before entering the building regardless of reporting no symptoms.
Beyond symptom checks as students arrive, our faculty and staff constantly monitor children for physical
symptoms and emotional symptoms throughout the day. At Caulbridge School we routinely do well-being
checks, lice checks, even tick checks after a nature hike.
Drop off Procedures
Caulbridge School has a separate Kindergarten/TK campus and Grades campus located about 200 yards
from each other on the same expansive nature property. There are distinct protocols for entry and exits for
each building.
Courtyard Campus – Grades 1 - 8
The larger courtyard building shown here has three
separate entrances, each leading to a wide open
space lobby. Classrooms are immediately inside the
entrance doors off the lobby, approximately eight
feet from the front door.

Early Childhood Campus – Kindergarten / TK
Kindergarten/TK classes are in a separate building
with a fenced yard connected to the open spaces.
The front entrance to the Kindergarten building,
pictured here, opens to a wide hall with the
classroom door about 8 feet inside the front door.
There is a second entrance around the side that leads
directly into the TK classroom.
The main entrance to the early childhood building is
monitored by the assistant teachers who support children with a smooth transition from parents and who
manage students as they enter the building, place jackets and lunch boxes in their cubbies, then join their
friends in the classroom. Parents say goodbye at the building entrance.
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Student Materials
All students have their own crayons, colored pencils, graphite pencils,
sharpeners, erasers, manipulatives, chalkboard with eraser and lesson books. The
older students also have their own protractors, compasses, writing and drawing
instruments and lesson portfolios. Materials are neatly tucked into pockets and
rolled up to keep in student desks or carry to class outdoors. Students being
responsible for their own materials is a routine practice that support a child’s
academic success and now help limit the spread.

Science materials and supplies will be kept in the science lab room and teachers will bring out specific
materials needed for lessons or activities, then all materials and supplies will be sanitized prior to putting
back in the Science Lab.
Each student will be provided with their own class readers that are not to be shared. When readers are
turned back into the teacher, books will sit out for 3 to 5 days before being re-shelved into the classroom
reader shelves.
Students choose books from the library on Mondays for their independent reading time which are kept in
individual student book boxes for the week. On Friday students return library books to the teacher where
they are set out for 3 to 5 days before being re-shelved in the school library.
All recreational or sports equipment will be sanitized before being put away or set aside until it can be
safely re-used by another student. Teachers on yard duty are responsible for the collection or replacement
of recreational materials, sporting equipment or toys at the end of recess.
Students are responsible for their own clothing and personal materials which come to school labeled;
students are not allowed to share clothing, toys, loveys or personal items.
There are no electronic devices used in grades TK – 4th Grade. Students in grades 5 through 8 will have
individual chrome books provided by the school that will be kept at the school and sanitized each day.
Masks
Face coverings will be worn in accordance with the current requirements. At this time, all staff, as well as
students are required to wear face coverings based on the direction of public health unless there is a
medical or behavioral contradiction or exemption. Class teachers are responsible to monitor any negative
learning and emotional impacts and support students accordingly. Masks are not required for children
when outdoors. Extra cloth and disposable face coverings will be available in the event a child or adult
enters the campus or approaches the building without a mask or face covering. Everyone working on or
visiting either campus must abide by these requirements.
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Handwashing and Bathrooms
Inside each of the early childhood classrooms there is an individual bathroom just like the bathroom in
your home that has non-toxic antibacterial soap and disposable towel sheets along with non-toxic hand
sanitizer. The grades building has 10 individual student bathrooms. The bathrooms are equipped with
touchless hand dryers and non-toxic antibacterial soap.
There are 5 adult men’s, women’s and gender-neutral bathrooms designated for adults. These bathrooms
are also equipped with non-toxic antibacterial soap and disposable towel sheets along with non-toxic hand
sanitizer.
Students are always allowed to use the bathrooms upon request, and teachers routinely prompt children
when it is their turn to use the bathroom. Students are familiar with being asked by faculty to use the
bathroom, flush the toilets, wash their hands, turn off the water, etc. Even older students need reminders
and teachers are sure to monitor bathroom and handwashing routines.
Non-toxic hand sanitizer is available at every entrance to each building, in every classroom including
outdoor classrooms, the snack and lunch eating areas, staff meeting areas and every common area as well
as administrative offices.
Teaching
Caulbridge School uses a contained classroom model where a class teacher is primarily responsible for
teaching the class the majority of each day. Subject or specialty teachers such as Art, PE, Gardening, etc.,
will work outdoors with a class of students whenever possible.
When teachers work with a smaller group of students, sub-sets of the classes will move to a smaller room
sparsely appointed with only tables and chairs for ease of sanitation immediately after the group.
Limiting Visitors
Caulbridge School uses full-time or part-time administrative and facilities staff who are working solely
for the school, who are NOT working in other settings and who commit to practicing distancing and safe
protocols outside of the school environment.
All deliveries, US mail, UPS, bottled water and all shipped deliveries are received in a separate building
which restricts non-essential workers or visitors from the school buildings.
Parents are not allowed inside the classrooms during the school day. Students are dropped off at their
designated entrance or the line for entrance to the building. At the end of the day, teachers walk class
cohorts to a designated pick up area in the parking lot where parents can drive right up to pick up their
children and are not required to congregate in the dismissal area.
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Healthy Environment
Caulbridge School sits on a beautiful nature property of more than 500 acres. Miller Creek runs through
the expansive property which also contains a working farm, equestrian center, hiking trails, and open
spaces. Students regularly spend a minimum of 60% of their day outdoors in the expansive nature
campus.
Outdoor classrooms
Several outdoor spaces are perfect for gathering cohorts of students for experiments and project learning,
including the creek, trails, hillsides, etc. When a table or seated setting is required, there are fourteen 10’
picnic tables available, distanced throughout the grounds, as well as covered outdoor classrooms complete
with chalkboards, whiteboards and supplies.
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Recess and outdoor time at Caulbridge School is completely in nature. Unlike
the typical school yard of blacktop with metal or plastic play structures,
Caulbridge students climb trees, dig in the dirt and build forts, letting nature’s
fresh air and sunshine purify the environment.
Caulbridge School understands that movement = learning. More than simple
exercise, developmental movement helps calm the nervous system, balance
emotions and organize the sensory inputs that build a healthy brain/body
connection.

Students routinely eat all snacks and lunches with their
teachers, outdoors on 10’ picnic tables allowing for spacing
of students and staff. Tables are beneath a roofed structure
to provide shade and protection from rain, allowing students
to eat outdoors in all kinds of weather.
Students bring all self-contained lunches and snacks packed
from home. Given the range in dietary preferences or
restrictions among our students, there is never any sharing
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of food allowed, and any uneaten food or wrappers get packed back in the student’s lunch box to be taken
home. This practice helps parents to monitor what students are eating at school and now, helps mitigate
any spread through shared food products.
Ventilation
Nature and fresh air are recognized as essential for the well-being of children, where recirculated air can
cause a virus to linger. Our school building is equipped with three commercial grade whole house fans
which draws fresh air from the eucalyptus groves and natural open space, replacing the inside air daily
with naturally purified air, not recirculated air. Windows are open to bring in fresh air and cross
ventilation.
Cleaning and Disinfecting
Caulbridge School employs a commercial janitorial service that cleans and disinfects nightly.
All student bathrooms and adult bathrooms are disinfected a minimum of two times daily. Cubby areas,
entrances and any high touch areas are disinfected daily and after heavy use. Administrative offices
including copy machines and file cabinets, faculty work area, and meeting spaces are thoroughly sanitized
a minimum of nightly. Disinfectant wipes are provided in each of these adult work areas, and staff or
faculty are expected to wipe down surfaces after they have worked in the area. We use only non-toxic,
environmentally friendly products.
Community Support
As a school community we share in the responsibility to minimize the spread of disease and ask that
everyone continue to limit your group activities, practice social distancing, wash your hands frequently,
and wear face coverings.
Self-monitor Symptoms of your Family and Stay Home
During these times of heightened illness and anxiety, we ask you to keep your children home if they
exhibit any signs of illness or seem like they are getting sick. When your child has been out sick, they
must be fever free for 24 hours before returning to school. Please notify the school immediately, if your
child is sick or has tested positive for Covid-19.
Covid-19 testing
We recommended all families to test before and after any travel outside the area.
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Incident Response Protocols
Caulbridge School has adopted a leveled response to any incident or suspected incidence of Covid-19 in
compliance with Marin County Public Health guidelines. With these protocols, schools may remain open
while containing the incidence rate.
Scenario One
A student or staff member has a temperature of 100.4 or above, and/or exhibits symptoms of Covid-19.
Response:
● The class remains open.
● The student or staff member will not be allowed to enter the building or will be sent home.
● The student or staff member is advised to contact their healthcare provider for any further steps
including testing if advised.

Scenario Two
A student or staff member lives with or has been in close contact with a person who has tested positive for
Covid-19.
Response:
● The class remains open.
● The student or staff member is expected to report this to the Head of School immediately, is
excluded from the class, and they and all household members are expected to quarantine, monitor
symptoms, and contact their health providers and/or Public Health for additional steps and to
schedule testing.
●
●

The Head of School is designated as the liaison with the Public Health department and will
support the family or staff member to access resources including expedited testing if needed.
All families of students and staff members within the cohort will be notified that a student or staff
member has a household member that has tested positive for Covid-19.

Scenario Three
A student or staff member of a class tests positive for Covid-19. Non-vaccinated close contacts need to
quarantined. If the students were masked they can follow a modified quarantine.
Response:
● The classroom will remain open and all classroom students will be notified to test and monitor for
symptoms for 14 days from last known exposure.
● All families of students and staff members of the class will be notified that a student or staff
member in the class has tested positive. Students and staff should be quarantined for 10 days from
date of last known contact.
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Scenario Four
A student or staff member who has quarantined or isolated for any of the reasons in scenarios one, two or
three and is tested - and tests negative.
Response:
● The class remains open.
● Even though the student or staff member has tested negative, if the student or staff member has
had close contact with an individual that has tested positive for Covid-19, they must remain in
quarantine or isolation for 10 days from last known contact with the individual.
● All families of students and staff members of the cohort will be notified that a student or staff
member tested negative.

For any further information, please contact Debra Lambrecht, Head of School at 415-481-1243 ext. 3 or
dlambrecht@caulbridgeschool.org
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